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UNDER THE BIRCH TREE

OUR BOOK

CATHERINE LESCAULT

A Memoir of Discovering Connections
and Finding Home
by Nancy Chadwick

Florbela Espanca, Selected Poems
by Florbela Espanca
Translated by Billie J. Maciunas

A Novel
by Walter Idlewild

What is the secret of imbuing art with
life? Characters search for an answer in
this modern adaptation of Honoré de
Balzac’s iconic novel of art and passion,
The Unknown Masterpiece.

An exploration of what it means to belong, Under the Birch Tree is a success
story of discovering connections and
finding home.
9781631523571 • Paper, $16.95
248 pages • Memoir

The first collection of Florbela Espanca’s
(1894–1930) poetry to appear in English,
Our Book is a song of the self—a proclamation of love, torment, and erotic
exaltation in sonnet form—all intricately
linked to the poet’s life, mythologized as
it transgressed the lot of women in Portuguese society.

“Fascinating and breathtaking!” — AnneMarie Baron, President, Société des Amis de
Balzac et de la Maison de Balzac, Paris

This book is due out June 19 but is available for preorder on Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, and IndieBound.
Connect and follow me on:
nancychadwickauthor.com

9780998622606 • Paper, $15.99
312 pages • Fiction
Available through Amazon

9781934029329 • Paper, $15
160 pages • Poetry

CREATESPACE

EAST ENDPRESS

DONLAZARO TRANSLATIONS

(386) 323-5774; pickwick88@yahoo.com

19 West 21st Street, Suite 1101, New York, NY 10010

donlazaro@mail.com

WATERSHED

The Bi-Polar Trials Of Liam Gulliver
by William Annett
A comic send-up of the Pacific coastal
water export industry, told by a manicdepressive snowbird coursing from manic
Florida to depressive Vancouver. And
occasionally vice-versa.
9781985619715 • Paper & eBook, $14.95
349 pages • Novel
Available at www.createspace.
com/8150181 or Amazon Books
For information: (386) 323-5774 or
To advertise your books,
pickwick88@yahoo.com.
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A PASSIONATE JOURNEY

A Memoir
by Robert Mann

A Passionate Journey by Robert Mann is
the story of a boy born to immigrant parents who became the founding violinist
of the Juilliard String Quartet and one of
the musical giants of the 20th and 21st
centuries.
9780997530445 • Paper, $18.85
336 pages • Biography/Classical Music
Available on Amazon.com,
Barnes&Noble, Indie Bound.

email ipress@nybooks.com, call (212) 293-1630, or see

A NEWER TESTAMENT

Misanthropology Unleashed
by Reneau H. Reneau

“...satirical essays—some similar in style to
Spike Milligan, others as if written by the
bastard offspring of William Burroughs
and Stephen Fry.” — Ian, Goodreads
“…the pages drip with sarcasm and mock
pretension…delightfully irreverent.”
— D. Quinn, Amazon.com
9780972954914 • Paper, $12.95
9780972954952 • eBook, $4.49
198 pages • Social satire
www.nybooks.com/ipl.
Exclusively available at Amazon.com
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RENAISSANCE INSTITUTE PRESS
2229 Pelham Ave., Baltimore, MD 21213
www.memelaw.com

THE BOOK OF MEME LAW

SECOND EDITION: av 2-14-18
Updated; NEW illustrations
by Britt Minshall, D.Min.

In our OUT of CONTROL World
We EACH have FOUR CHOICES:
(1) DO NOTHING; Ignore the mess;
(2) Hide from reality; live emotionally;
(3) Worry yourself sick - OR:
(4) LEARN: Understand How WE Work.
The BOOK of MEME Law, Easy to read,
Everyday Language.
“A captivating book that can help anyone
understand group behaviors” — Kirkus
9780964277397 • Paper, $14.97
230 pages • Social Science/Sociology
Group Dynamics/Print & eBook
1-844-MEMELAW; Amazon, B&N,
B&T.

CREATESPACE
4900 LaCross Road, North Charlerston, SC 29406
Available through Amazon; www.createspace.com

CAMPANILE

As it was Where is was
A Novel
by Peter Melaragno

“A hurried promise to a dying man lies
at the heart of a remarkable book by one
of the best new writers in Indie publishing today. Come for the crisp, polished
writing, but stay for the book’s stunning conclusion…one of the most flawlessly executed I’ve seen in three years
of reviewing.” — Don Sloan, Publishers
Weekly Review
9780692980576 • Paper, $12.95
eBook $2.99
288 pages • Literary Fiction
Amazon webpage:
www.amazon.com/-/e/B078WTFWF3
Author’s website: www.pmelaragno.com

LAS HERMANAS

by Raedene Jeannette Melin

Machine guns rattle ominously outside,
and Adelita Alvarex must run from everything she knows into the South American
jungle. Traumatic and uplifting, Las Hermanas is a story of perseverance, loyalty
and struggle, following children thrown
into a world that seeks to abuse and control them at every turn.

DOG EAR PUBLISHING
4011 Vincennes Road, Indianapolis, IN 46268
insulttoourplanet.com

INSULT TO OUR PLANET &
THE FLORIDA KEYS

Explore the Environment of the Past…
Confront the Future
by Jerrold J. Weinstock, M.D.

“With wonderful insight, strong imagery,
volumes of facts and colorful words, Dr.
Weinstock paints a picture in the Florida Keys and north to Alaska, then and
now.” — Gabriele Walkow, journalist.
Vivid stories, raw and literary–exciting.
Clarion Review rates it 4 stars, calling it
“an impassioned call to action for environmental justice.”

9781525519581 • Paper, $20.99
9781525519598 • eBook, $5.99
288 pages • Action/Adventure Fiction
See author’s website at www.rjmbooks.ca.
Also available at www.amazon.com, www.
barnesandnoble.com, and www.chapters.
indigo.ca, and through wholesale distributor Ingram.

9781457559099 • Hardcover, $45.95
9781457559082 • Paper, $39.95
9781457561344 • eBook, $9.99
448 pages, 440 photos
Website: insulttoourplanet.com
Available through Amazon and at fine
bookstores everywhere.

BEYOND EXTREMISM,
HATRED, AND VIOLENCE

Toward a More Peaceful World
by R. E. Markham

What can be done to minimize the dualistic “you’re wrong/I’m right” attitudes
of extremists on the left and the right as
they seek to preserve their points of view?
The solution is not some new religious or
political ideology. Instead, these attitudes
can be undermined by accessing a deep,
mysterious, and indefinable dimension
of reality that transcends conventional
points of view.
“Acknowledgement of this deeper dimension reveals our hubris and fallibility, and
allows us to connect more authentically
with others.” — IndieReview
“Plenty of substance in these pages. A
wide-ranging, thought provoking look at
faith and the nature of reality.” — Kirkus
Review.

KOEHLER BOOKS
210 60th Street Virginia Beach, VA 23451
(800) 435-4811; www.koehlerbooks.com

A MINOR

A Novel of Love, Music and Memory
by Margaret Ann Philbrick

Featured in the Kirkus Indie Selection
“An emotional story…nuanced characters…breaks the mold.” — Kirkus Reviews
Teenage piano prodigy falls in love with
his acclaimed piano teacher, recently diagnosed with early-onset dementia. Musical soundtrack included.
9781938467998 • Paper, $12.95
9781940192499 • eBook, $0.99
245 pages • Contemporary Fiction/
Romance
See the author’s website at www.margaretphilbrick.com, www.amazon.com and
www.barnesandnoble.com

9781605713762 • Paper, $11
128 pages • Nonfiction/Philosophy/
Religion
Available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble,
Shires Press.

MOUTON BOOKS
596 George Street, Woodstock, Ontario, Canada, N4S 4J8
(519) 788-6363;
thosryerson@gmail.com; http://a-biggerworld.blogspot.ca/

THAT BRANT COUNTY
SOUND!

The Discographies
by Tom Ryerson

Detailed tome of recorded music data
from the Brant County scene in the 70’s;
albums & singles, track listings, chart
info, and more photos.
9781987940114 • Paper, $27.92
276 pages • Biography/Entertainment
http://www.lulu.com/shop/thomas-aryerson/that-brant-county-sound-the-discographies/paperback/product-23603065.
html

FRIESENPRESS INC.
990 Fort Street - #300, Victoria, BC, Canada, V8V 3K2
1 (888) 378-6793; https://www.friesenpress.com/

MASTERING THE POWER
OF YOUR EMOTIONS

How To Control What Happens In You
Irrespective Of What Happens To You
by Elisha O. Ogbonna

This Amazon International bestselling book illustrates the most damaging
negative emotions and supplies strategies
to master them and create worthwhile
opportunities from adverse feelings.
9781525513275 • Paper, $16.49
210 pages • Self-help: Emotion and
Depression

CONCUSSION IS BRAIN
INJURY

Treating the Neurons and Me
by Shireen Jeejeebhoy

If you’ve experienced a concussion, or a
friend or relative has, don’t miss this informative, roller-coaster read on invisible
brain injury and its latest treatments.
9780991969869 • Paper, $28.99
9780991969876 • eBook, $9.99
B075XJK767 • eBook, $9.99
422 pages • Memoir/Medical
See the author’s website at jeejeebhoy.ca.
Also available on amazon.com, kobo.com,
indiebound.org, barnesandnoble.com, and
from wholesale distributors Ingram Book
Company.

SELFIE SIDEWAYS

A Memoir
by Gisela Zebroski

Selfie Sideways concludes the trilogy dramatizing the fate of Gisela’s Baltic German family. As an immigrant to America
in 1950s, she begins a journey to find the
life she sought. When motherhood was
denied to her, she forged her own way to
love and spiritual enlightenment.
9781978241480 • Paper & eBook, $19.95
472 pages • Memoir
https://www.amazon.com/SelfieSideways-Memoir-Gisela-Zebroski/
dp/1978241488/ref=tmm_pap_
swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=

CAMEL PRESS
973 Linwood Road, Birmingham, AL, USA 35222
(205) 915-6380; ee@redcamelpress.com; www.redcamelpress.com

EVERYTHING IS KNOWN

by Liza Elliott

Skyla Roseau, to her peril, disputes Orwell & reveals how Big Data and total
surveillance privatized the world. Only
the Iroquois Confederacy can rescue her
but at what cost? You can try to hide but
Everything Is Known.
978193714087 • Paper, $17.95
978193714094 • eBook, $5.99
354 pages • Thriller/Dystopia
Author website: www.lizaelliottglobal.com
Available through Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, iBooks, Kobo, and wholesale distributor, The Ingram Book Company.

THREE KNOLLS PUBLISHING & PRINTING
1770 N Camino Sabadell, Tuscon, AZ 85715

THE COLLAPSE OF THE
BROADWAY CENTRAL

by Michael Heslin

Manhattan, 1973. A welfare hotel falls
down during a hot August and a trusted
weekly newspaper misses the story. Who,
what, when, where and why.
9781941138915 • Paper, $9.95
9781941138892 • eBook, $2.99
196 pages • Historical fiction of Manhattan/NYC, circa 1973
Available from the publisher:
www.3knollspub.com/michaelheslin
Also available on Amazon.

To advertise your books, email ipress@nybooks.com, call (212) 293-1630, or see www.nybooks.com/ipl.
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STEPHEN ANTONAKOS STUDIO LLC

SECANT PUBLISHING

DORRANCE PUBLISHING CO., INC.

435 West Broadway, NY 10012-5902
info@stephenantonakos.com; www.stephenantonakos.com

PO Box 79, Salisbury, MD 21803
(410) 845-3193; editor@secantpublishing.com

585 Alpha Drive, Suite 103, Pittsburgh, PA 15238
www.dorrancebookstore.com

STEPHEN ANTONAKOS:
NEON ROOMS

ALTERED SEASONS:
MONSOONRISE

Compiled by Stephen Antonakos
Studio LLC

by Paul Briggs

Melting sea ice in the Arctic Ocean triggers changes that ripple across the Northern Hemisphere. “This epic story of
global pandemonium wisely centers on
accessible characters.” — Kirkus Reviews

Stephen Antonakos: Neon Rooms has fullpage color reproductions of the artist’s
eleven major interior Rooms (19652000), seven drawings for Rooms (196870), and one model (1969). It contains
an introduction and full documentation
and was produced to coincide with the
exhibition of Antonakos’s Proscenium at
the Neuberger Museum of Art, through
June 24th.

9781944962487 • Paper, $15.95
394 pages • SF
www.paulbriggs.com. Available through
Amazon, Ingram, Baker & Taylor.

THE MADNESS OF GRIEF

9780692069899 • Paper, $22
24 pages • Catalog
Design and production by Thomas
Whitridge, Ink, Inc., NY

by Panayotis Cacoyannis

1969. While men are walking on the
moon, life in London for sixteenyear-old Jane takes unexpected turns.
“A well-written, richly complicated, and
deeply engaging coming-of-age tale.”
— Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

PUBLISHMYBOOK.ONLINE
PO Box 215, Acacia Ridge QLD 4110 Australia
Tel: 61 410 381 333; info@publishmybook.online

9781980366188 • Paper, $9.99
B07B25456M • eBook, $2.99
243 pages • Literary Fiction
Author website: http://www.panayotiscacoyannis.com. Contact author at:
panayotis@panayotiscacoyannis.com.
All editions available exclusively through
Amazon

REALIZING HEAVEN

Rational Spirituality for Our Times
by Otto S. Hoolhorst

“Fearless, academic, and ambitious, Realizing Heaven is a vital assessment of
human beliefs.” — Foreword Reviews
(Clarion rating 4 stars)
“Philosophical ruminations brush up
against textual analysis and bits of Hoolhorst’s intriguing autobiography, but
sure-footed readers should find enormous
amounts of captivating material here.”
— Kirkus Reviews

THE DEAD OF AUGUST

by Panayotis Cacoyannis

“Cacoyannis writes in a breezy yet erudite
way, with eloquent language and insight
sharing space with truly funny running
jokes… A sophisticated, comic novel
that brilliantly captures the triumph
and folly of art, media, and publishing.”
— Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

9781925516708 • Paper, $23.99
9781925516715 • eBook, $8.99
9781925516722 eBook, $8.99
476 pages • Nonfiction/Philosophy
Author website; realizingheaven.com.
Available through Amazon.

9781519056924 • Paper, $11.99
B00GLAAMGU • eBook,$2.99
371 pages • Literary/Satire
Author website: http://www.panayotiscacoyannis.com. Contact author at:
panayotis@panayotiscacoyannis.com.
All editions available exclusively through
Amazon.

CREATESPACE
http://www.nanakaren.com

MUSINGS

Poetry
by Karen M. Beavers

Karen’s poetry reflects different moods
and subjects, which are from her own
ideas and experiences, presented with
complementary imagery. She clearly
paints with words, which take the reader
to experiences and moods.
9781539498759 • Paper, $19.99
92 pages • Poetry

CREATESPACE
4900 LaCross, North Charleston, SC 29406
Amazon.com; creatspace.com

REGIONS OF THE MIND

Commonsense Solutions to Philosophical
Problems
by G.S. Cobau

LETHE PRESS
6 University Drive, Suite 206, PMB#223, Amherst, MA 01002

YELED TOV

by Daniel M. Jaffe

A sensitive coming-of-age novel about
an observant Jewish teenage struggling
to reconcile his strict interpretation of
Torah with his growing attraction to
men.
9781590216712 • Paper, $20
311 pages • Fiction
Author website: www.danieljaffe.com
Available at www.Amazon.com and
www.bn.com.

AUTHORHOUSE PUBLISHING
https://www.authorhouse.com/

THE NORTHERN WINDS

This book began as a search for philosophical truth, and it covers a lot of
ground. Along the way, I discovered that
materialism is factually wrong, and I provide arguments for why this is so. We
need a philosophy that is more realistic,
rational, and balanced, one that recognizes the importance of conscious experience. This book goes a long way toward
that goal.

by Ian Anthony Randall

9781984127372 • Paper, $15.95

9781524693213 • $5.99

362 pages • Philosophy

190 pages • Historical Fiction

An epic tale of loss, love, and the fierce
bonds of brotherhood, The Northern
Winds tells the story of twin brothers sent
to Vietnam who become tangled up in a
global war they can’t escape—not even
after fleeing to Chile, their homeland.
Years later, one brother returns home,
searching for signs of the family, and the
women he loved, that were left behind.

BEWARE THE
COMMERCIALITY
DOCTRINE AND OTHER
NONPROFIT LAW POETRY

by Bruce R. Hopkins

This unusual book of poems is entertaining and enlightening, offering a sentimental (and lawyer’s) look at the uniqueness of the law endured by nonprofit
organizations. The collection opens with
this: “Welcome to the world of nonprofit
law, summarized here in a form loosely
poetical; Those with deep allegiance to
this law won’t, I hope, find these renditions heretical.”
9781480950429 • Paper, $21
66 pages • Poetry
Author website:
www.brucerhopkinslaw.com

SHARE INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 1751, Santa Clarita, CA 91386
(510) 883-1848 (ph); www.share-international.org/books

A MASTER SPEAKS

by The Master – through Benjamin
Creme

For over 40 years, Benjamin Creme,
founding editor of Share International
magazine and a disciple of one of the
Masters of Wisdom, presented information to the public about the Masters’
imminent emergence into the everyday
world. A Master Speaks is a compilation
of articles dictated to Creme by his Master and published in Share International
magazine from its inception in 1982
through 2003. The 280 plus messages,
stunning in their depth of insight, provide a beacon of hope for humanity.
9789071484292 • Paper, $18.00
452 pages
Available on amazon.com

A MASTER SPEAKS

Volume Two
by The Master – through Benjamin
Creme

Volume Two of A Master Speaks picks
up where the last volume ends, with the
120 articles dictated to Benjamin Creme
by his Master and published in Share International magazine from 2004 through
2016. From “The Forward Path” and
“Earth Transformed” to “The Cities of
Tomorrow”, the subject matter is diverse
and wide-ranging, an inspiring picture of
our life ahead.
9789491732119 • Paper, $16.00
256 pages
Available on amazon.com.

FUTURECYCLE PRESS

BURLESQUES ON THE
SECRET BOOK OF JOHN

by Egon H. E. Lass

“Lass’ tone throughout the book is by
turns clever, funny, and sarcastic; these
are, after all, burlesques. So readers expecting the somber sounds of Scripture
should be (delightfully) surprised by the
poet’s cheeky wit. But don’t let the laughs
fool you: this volume offers complex poetry with remarkable allusive depth.”—
Kirkus Reviews
9781942371724 • Paper, $15.95
102 Pages • Poetry
Website links: https://www.amazon.com/
Egon-H.E.-Lass/e/B002F4UGEY/ref=sr_
tc_2_0?qid=1523903899&sr=1-2-ent
https://www.amazon.com/-/e/
B002F4UGEY

To advertise your books, email ipress@nybooks.com, call (212) 293-1630, or see www.nybooks.com/ipl.
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